Early Warning Systems (EWS) have been an integral part of most critical care outreach activity and are based on physiological measurements. These measurements commonly include respiratory rate, heart rate, temperature, urine output and conscious level. There are three types of such 'track and trigger' systems. A single parameter system is 'triggered' by a single physiological value outside preset ranges. Multiple parameter systems are triggered by derangement in a number of physiological parameters. An aggregate weighted scoring system attaches a score to each observation in a set, the total score is then calculated and intervention indicated if the total is above a pre-defined threshold. Often an algorithm is used which specifies the type or level of assistance which should be sought in response to different scores. These systems aim to facilitate earlier recognition by calls for assistance from all grades of staff.
Although there has been investigation into the different components of an EWS, with suggestions that respiratory rate is the most useful parameter 5 , and research has aimed to validate their use in a medical admissions setting 6 , there is little published work comparing different types of EWS. In 2003, the NHS Modernisation Agency's report 7 noted that very few hospitals formally audited the occurrence of false negatives with their chosen model of EWS.
Aim
The aim of our study is to compare sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) for predicting ICU admission or mortality during hospital stay of a single parameter system, the 'original' aggregate weighted system and a modified version used within our Trust.
Methods
We conducted a retrospective case note review of all patients admitted to a Medical Admissions Unit (MAU) during one week in November 2003. Case notes were reviewed by two observers; one noted whether the patient was admitted to critical care or died during their hospital stay without knowing the patient's physiological derangement. The second observer was blinded to the 'outcome' information but reviewed the temperature, pulse and respiratory rate (TPR) chart and fluid balance charts. The information from these charts was scored with the single parameter system, the original EWS and the Modified EWS. The worst daily score was identified and totals were calculated for each EWS. A 2x2 table (figure 1) was constructed and calculations of sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV were made. figure 3) shows the results of the calculations for each of the three EWS. Sensitivity measures how good the EWS was at correctly identifying people at risk and was therefore the percentage of those who died / those admitted to ICU who 'triggered' the EWS. Specificity in this instance relates to the percentage of those patients who did not die or require ICU admission who did not trigger the EWS. Negative predictive values -the chance that a negative test results will be correct and positive predictive values -the chance that a positive test result will be correct are significant, as these are altered by disease prevalence -PPV will fall as the prevalence of disease falls. An optimum EWS should have a high sensitivity and high negative predictive value.
Discussion
It has been recognized that care of critically ill patients on general wards has been sub-optimal. Physiological abnormalities documented as part of EWS correlate with increased 30 day mortality 9 . A higher Modified EWS score has been shown to be associated with an increased risk of cardio-pulmonary arrest 5 . Interestingly, the proportion of patients requiring ICU has not been shown to increase by the introduction of a Modified EWS but significantly, their admission may be at an earlier point in the hospital stay 6 .
The three EWS which we examined all had high sensitivities, high NPV and low PPV. The aggregated scoring systems had higher sensitivities and therefore 'missed' fewer patients than the single parameter scoring system. More patients trigger the EWS than require ICU care. However, from the perspective of a patient, it is better to 'inappropriately' trigger the system than be missed by it. The aim of triggering the system is to institute earlier intervention -the EWS are not designed to be entry criteria for ICU. Certainly, the aggregate scoring systems allow trends to be seen. EWS could address some of the issues cited for poor care, providing a route of communication between all levels of a multidisciplinary team, and giving an appreciation of urgency and a direction in which to seek advice.
Our data was only collated from an acute medical setting and we are making broader suggestions regarding the use of these EWS on general wards, both medical and surgical. The groups in whom EWS may not be as effective are those with chronic disease, who may in some cases repeatedly trigger at what for them is a 'normal' state.
The EWS are not a replacement for clinical skills and judgment, and are not intended to be the sole instrument in decisions of severity or treatment. The intention is to facilitate improved recognition and treatment of 'at risk' deteriorating patients and, if deemed necessary, admit them to a more intensive monitoring and management setting at an earlier opportunity. Our results suggest an aggregate weighted scoring system rather than a single parameter system will identify those deteriorating patients and minimize the number of false negatives.
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